
COLORS
Coyote Brown, 
Foliage Green

MSRP
$105

Finding gloves to keep your mitts warm and dry is easy. Doing this while offering protection 
from physical damage and maintaining agile dexterity is not. This is where Wiley X comes in 
with their Paladin glove. Padded knuckles and reinforced goatskin guard your hands against 
potential impacts, abrasions, and cuts. Lightweight DRIFIRE fleece insulation wicks away 
moisture and keeps things dry, an important feature when operating in colder weather. Nomex 
on the back of the hands provides further ventilation and makes the Paladin gloves flame 
resistant. These gloves strike a Goldilocks balance between warmth and agility, perfect for 
field work or a cool weather shooter.

PALADIN GLOVES

GEAR UP012

1 MAKE & MODEL
CRKT
Provoke

BLADE LENGTH
2.41 inches

MSRP
$200

URL
crkt.com

NOTES
Creator Joe Caswell and 
Columbia River Knife and Tool 
(CRKT), a company renowned 
for high quality blades, has 
released a futuristic spin on a 
centuries-old tool. Like many 
blades whose origins derive from 
Asian culture, the karambit was 
used to harvest grains, such as 
rice. Should the need arise, it 
could be conscripted into martial 
service. Flash-forward to modern 
times, and we have the Provoke, 
engineered to take up the least 
amount of space, and then 
quickly deploy into its functional 
position. The ability to transform 
makes this knife a great option 
for EDC applications, since it can 
be attached to places that cause 
conventional knife profi les to 
become unwieldy. Made from D2, 
a high carbon, high chromium 
steel, the blade is extremely du-
rable and resistant to corrosion. 
Combine that with its custom 
Boltaron sheath, and you have a 
lethal combination of durability 
and versatility.

4 MAKE & MODEL
GRAYL
16.9 � . oz. UltraPress

EDITIONS
Nature, Covert

MSRP
$90

URL
grayl.com

NOTES
Water is the most important 
supplement a human body 
requires to stay healthy, and 
being active in the outdoors can 
quickly work up thirst. There are 
a couple options to slake that 
thirst: carry the extra weight of 
several liters of water or fi lter 
water from natural sources. 
Most savvy outdoor enthusiasts 
choose the latter. In the case of 
fi ltering, much time is spent dig-
ging around in a pack for tubes 
and fi lters, getting it set up, then 
pumping, or physically sucking 
the water through the fi lter. 
GRAYL eliminates many of these 
steps with their UltraPress water 
fi ltration bottle. Simply fi nd the 
clearest source of water nearby, 
fi ll the outer reservoir, then press 
the inner fi lter sleeve down to 
the bottom. In approximately 10 
seconds, you’ll have 16.9 ounces 
of water that has been fi ltered of 
99.99 percent of viruses, 99.9999 
percent of bacteria, and 99.9 
percent of protozoan cysts, ready 
to drink. Each fi lter is capable of 
300 presses, which comes out to 
nearly 150 liters of clean drinking 
water throughout its life cycle.

2 MAKE & MODEL
Grayman Brief 
Hip Pocket Brief

PAGES
20

MSRP
$19

URL
graymanbriefi ng.com

NOTES
Ever contemplate how time is spent in between 
the activities that fi ll your daily life? Standing in 
lines, riding on some form of transportation from 
point to point, or lulls during work can consume 
hours each day. This is time that could be frit-
tered away engaging in nonsense (thank you, 
smartphones), or it could be used learning some-
thing useful and potentially lifesaving. Military 
folks might remember spending their downtime 
doing something called “hip-pocket training,” 
when someone who had some knowledge to pass 
along gave everyone a short class on whatever 
that knowledge was. Grayman Brief does just that 
and has put together a handy book loaded with 
quick tidbits of advice that can help you maintain 
your everyday situational awareness. Each page 
covers a topic to get you thinking outside the 
box and attempts to cue you in on your own 
potential physical security shortcomings. Forty 
short training sessions are included in a booklet 
no larger than a wallet and can be used for your 
own personal use or shared with anyone who is 
interested.

3 MAKE & MODEL
Stone Glacier 
Chilkoot 32° Quilt

R-RATING
32°

MSRP
$425

URL
stoneglacier.com

NOTES
Sleeping outside, without modern climate 
control, is tricky business. One-size-fi ts-all 
sleep systems can be cumbersome and have 
a loft distribution that’s less than ideal for 
staying warm. Conversely, form-fi tting sleep 
systems may overheat the user or lose its 
heat retention simply by rolling the wrong 
direction. Stone Glacier addresses both of 
these concerns with its Chilkoot 32° Quilt. 
Engineered for backcountry autumn hunting, 
the quilt is lightweight for its temperature 
rating and compresses to a size ideal for 
most rucksacks. The unique feature about this 
particular sleeping system is its absence of a 
zipper, instead utilizing cinch straps that allow 
the user to adjust both warmth and ventila-
tion, depending on how fi ckle the fall weather 
is. This opening is meant to face an appropri-
ately R-rated sleeping mat, which also means 
that no matter how much you toss and turn 
in your sleep, you’ll have all of the Chilkoot’s 
insulation right where it needs to be.
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VISIT SITE
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https://www.wileyx.com/paladin-g601
https://www.offgridweb.com/
http://wileyx.com
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PALADIN     TACTICAL

COYOTE BROWN

G601.SM SM

G601.ME MD

G601.LA LG

G601.XL XL

G601.2X XXL

FOLIAGE GREEN

G602.SM SM

G602.ME MD

G602.LA LG

G602.XL XL

G602.2X XXL

FEATURES

100% Nomex Knit Throughout Fingers and Back of Hand 

DRIFIRE® Fleece for Insulation and Moisture Wicking 

Thermal and Cut Resistant 

Intermediate Cold Weather Protection  
without Compromise 

Padded Knuckle for Impact and Abrasion Resistance 

Flame Resistant Treated Goatskin

Reinforced Leather in High-Wear Areas 

Adjustable Cuff for Custom Fit

 

The Paladin is constructed with a combination of DRIFIRE® Fleece, 
Nomex knit, and treated goatskin for moisture-wicking, flame-resistant 
insulation and protection. https://www.wileyx.com/paladin-g601

http://wileyx.com
https://www.wileyx.com/paladin-g601

